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Historically, approximate pattern matching has mainly focused at coping with errors in
the data, while the order of the text/pattern was assumed to be more or less correct.
In this paper we consider a class of pattern matching problems where the content is
assumed to be correct, while the locations may have shifted/changed. We formally deﬁne a
broad class of problems of this type, capturing situations in which the pattern is obtained
from the text by a sequence of rearrangements. We consider several natural rearrangement
schemes, including the analogues of the 1 and 2 distances, as well as two distances
based on interchanges. For these, we present eﬃcient algorithms to solve the resulting
string matching problems.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Historically, approximate pattern matching grappled with the challenge of coping with errors in the data. The traditional
Hamming distance problem assumes that some elements in the pattern are erroneous, and one seeks the text locations
where the number of errors is suﬃciently small [6,19,22], or eﬃciently calculating the Hamming distance at every text
location [1,6,21]. The edit distance problem adds the possibility that some elements of the text are deleted, or that noise is
added at some text locations [14,23]. Indexing and dictionary matching under these errors have also been considered [13,
17,20,26].
Implicit in all these problems is the assumption that there may indeed be errors in the content of the data, but the order
of the data is inviolate. Data may be lost or noise may appear, but the relative positions of the symbols is unchanged. Data
does not move around. Even when don’t cares were added [18], when non-standard models were considered [2,8,25] the order
of the data was assumed to be ironclad.
Nevertheless, some non-conforming problems have been gnawing at the walls of this assumption. The swap error, moti-
vated by the common typing error where two adjacent symbols are exchanged [4,24], does not assume error in the content
of the data, but rather, in the order. However, here too the general order was assumed accurate, with the difference being at
most one location away. Recently, the advent of computational biology has added several problems wherein the “error” is in
the order, rather than the content. During the course of evolution, whole areas of genome may translocate, shifting from one
location in the genome to another. Alternatively, two pieces of the genome may exchange places. Considering the genome
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entries does not change, but rather the difference between the original string and the resulting one is in the locations of
the different elements. Several works have considered speciﬁc versions of this biological setting, primarily focusing on the
sorting problem (sorting by reversals [9,10], sorting by transpositions [7], and sorting by block interchanges [12]).
Motivated by these questions, we propose a new pattern matching paradigm, which we call pattern matching with address
errors. In this paradigm we study pattern matching problems where the content is unaltered, and only the locations of the
different entries may change. We believe that the advantages in formalizing this as a general new paradigm are three-fold:
1. By providing a uniﬁed general framework, the relationships between the different problems can be better understood.
2. General techniques can be developed, rather than ad-hoc solutions.
3. Future problems can be more readily analyzed.
In this paper we consider a broad class of problems in this new paradigm, namely – the class of rearrangement errors.
In this type of error the pattern is transformed through a sequence of rearrangement operations, each with an associated
cost. The cost induces a distance measure between the strings, deﬁned as the total cost to convert one string to the other.
Given a pattern and a text, we seek the subsequence of the text closest to the pattern. We consider several natural distance
measures, including the analogues of the 1 and 2 distances, as well as two interchange measures. For these, we provide
eﬃcient algorithms for different variants of the associated string matching problems.
In a separate paper [3] we consider another, different, broad class of location errors – that of bit address errors.
It is exciting to point out that many of the techniques we found useful in this new paradigm of pattern matching are not
generally used in the classical paradigm. This reinforces our belief that there is room for this new model, as well as gives
hope to new research directions in the ﬁeld of pattern matching.
1.1. Rearrangement distances
Consider a set A and let x and y be two m-tuples over A. We wish to formally deﬁne the process of converting x to
y through a sequence of rearrangement operations. A rearrangement operator π is a function π : [0 . . .m − 1] → [0 . . .m − 1],
with the intuitive meaning being that for each i, π moves the element currently at location i to location π(i). Let s =
(π1,π2, . . . ,πk) be a sequence of rearrangement operators, and let πs = π1 ◦ π2 ◦ · · · ◦ πk be the composition of the π j ’s.
We say that s converts x into y if for any i ∈ [0 . . .n − 1], xi = yπs(i) . That is, y is obtained from x by moving elements
according to the designated sequence of rearrangement operations.
Let Π be a set of rearrangement operators, we say that Π can convert x to y, if there exists a sequence s of operators from
Π that converts x to y. Given a set Π of rearrangement operators, we associate a non-negative cost with each sequence
from Π , cost :Π∗ → R+ . We call the pair (Π, cost) a rearrangement system. For two vectors x, y ∈ An and a rearrangement
system R= (Π, cost), we deﬁne the distance from x to y under R to be:
dR(x, y) = min
{
cost(s)
∣∣ s ∈ Π∗ that converts x into y}.
If there is no sequence in Π∗ that converts x to y then the distance is ∞.
The string matching problem. Let R be a rearrangement system and let dR be the induced distance function. Consider a
text T = T [0], . . . , T [n−1] and pattern P = P [0], . . . , P [m−1] (m n). For 0 i  n−m denote by T (i) the m-long substring
of T starting at location i. Given a text T and pattern P , we wish to ﬁnd the index i such that dR(P , T (i)) is minimal.
1.2. Our results
We consider several natural rearrangement systems and the resulting distances. For these, we provide eﬃcient algorithms
for computing the distances.
The 1 and 2 rearrangement distances. The simplest set of rearrangement operations allows any element to be inserted
at any other location. Under the 1 rearrangement system, the cost of such a rearrangement is the sum of the distances the
individual elements have been moved. Formally, let x and y be strings of length m. A rearrangement under the 1 operator is
a permutation π : [0 . . .m−1] → [0 . . .m−1], where the cost is cost(π) =∑m−1j=0 | j−π( j)|. We call the resulting distance the
1 rearrangement distance. In the 2 rearrangement system we use the same set of operators, with the cost being the sum of
squares of the distances the individual elements have moved.1 Formally, let x and y be strings of length m. A rearrangement
under the 2 operator is a permutation π : [0 . . .m − 1] → [0 . . .m − 1], where the cost is cost(π) =∑m−1j=0 | j − π( j)|2. We
call the resulting distance the 2 rearrangement distance. We prove:
1 For simplicity of exposition we omit the square root usually used in the 2 distance. This does not change the complexity, since the square root
operation is monotone, and can be computed at the end.
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Theorem 1.1. For T and P of sizes n and m respectively (m  n), the 1 rearrangement distance can be computed in time O (m(n −
m + 1)). If all entries of P are distinct, then the distance can be computed in time O (n).
Interestingly, the 2 distance can be computed much more eﬃciently:
Theorem 1.2. For T and P of sizes n and m respectively (m n) the 2 rearrangement distance can be computed in time O (n logm).
1.2.1. The interchange distances
Next, we consider the set of rearrangement operators where in each operation the location of exactly two entries is
interchanged. The cost of a sequence is the total number of interchanges. We call the resulting distance the interchange
distance. We prove:
Theorem 1.3. For T and P of sizes n and m, respectively (m n), if all entries of P are distinct, then the interchange distance can be
computed in time O (m(n −m + 1)).
The interchange distance problem when entries of P are not distinct is NP-hard [5]. Next we consider the case where
multiple pairs can be interchanged in parallel, i.e. in any given step any number of pairs can be interchanged but an element
can participate in at most one interchange. The cost of a sequence is the number of such parallel steps. We call the resulting
distance the parallel interchange distance, denoted by dp-interchange(·,·). We prove:
Theorem 1.4. For any two strings x and y, either dp-interchange(x, y) = ∞ or dp-interchange(x, y) 2.
This means that if it is altogether possible to convert x to y, then it is possible to do so in at most two parallel steps of
interchange operations!
With regards to computing the distance we prove:
Theorem 1.5. For T and P of sizes n and m respectively (m  n), if there are k distinct entries in P , then the parallel interchange
distance can be computed deterministically in time O (k2n logm).
Theorem 1.6. For T and P of sizes m and n respectively (m  n), the parallel interchange distance can be computed randomly in
expected time O (n logm).
2. The 1 rearrangement distance
Let x and y be strings of length m. Clearly, if x contains distinct elements then only one permutation can convert x to y.
However, there if x and y contains elements that appear multiple times, then there can be several different permutations
that can convert x to y. Intuitively, of these permutations, the least cost is obtained by the one that does not change the
order among identical letters (see Fig. 1). The following lemma proves that this is indeed the case.
Lemma 2.1. Let x, y ∈ Σm be two strings such that d1 (x, y) < ∞. Let πo be the permutation that for each a ∈ Σ and each k, moves
the kth σ of x to the location of the kth σ of y. Then,
d1 (x, y) = cost(πo).
I.e. πo is a permutation of the least cost.
Proof. For a permutation π , and i < j such that x[i] = x[ j], say that π reverses i and j if π(i) > π( j). Note that πo is
characterized by having no reversals. We show that it has the least cost. Let τ be a permutation converting x to y of
minimal cost that has the minimal number of reversals. If there are no reversals in τ , then there is nothing to prove, since
it is exactly the permutation πo . Otherwise, suppose τ reverses j and k ( j < k). Let τ ′ be the permutation which is identical
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are two cases:
Case 1. τ ( j) k or τ (k) j. Consider the case τ ( j) k. Then clearly τ ( j) > j, hence:
cost(τ ) − cost(τ ′)
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣+ ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣− ∣∣τ ′( j) − j∣∣− ∣∣τ ′(k) − k∣∣
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣+ ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣− ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣− ∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣
= (τ ( j) − j)+ ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣− ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣− (τ ( j) − k)
= τ ( j) − j + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣− ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣− (τ ( j) − k)
= (k − j) + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣− ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣

∣∣(k − j) + (τ (k) − k)∣∣− ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣= 0.
The argument for τ (k) j is symmetrical.
Case 2. j < τ(k) < τ( j) < k. Then,
cost(τ ) − cost(τ ′)
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣+ ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣− ∣∣τ ′( j) − j∣∣− ∣∣τ ′(k) − k∣∣
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣+ ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣− ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣− ∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣
= (τ ( j) − j)+ (k − τ (k))− (τ (k) − j)− (k − τ ( j))
= 2(τ ( j) − τ (k))> 0.
Thus, the cost of τ ′ is at most that of τ , and there is one reversal less in τ ′ , in contradiction. 
Thus, in order to compute the 1 distance of x and y, we create for each symbol a two lists, ψa(x) and ψa(y), the ﬁrst
being the list of locations of a in x, and the other – the locations of a in y. Both lists are sorted. These lists can be created
in linear time.2 Clearly, if there exists an a for which the lists are of different lengths then d1 (x, y) = ∞. Otherwise, for
each a, compute the 1 distance between the corresponding lists, and sum over all a’s. This provides a linear time algorithm
for strings of identical lengths, and an O (m(n −m + 1)) algorithm for the general case.
We now show that if all entries of P are distinct, then the problem can be solved in O (n) time. In this case, w.l.o.g. we
may assume that the pattern is simply the string 0,1, . . . ,m− 1. The basic idea is ﬁrst to compute the distance for the ﬁrst
text location, as described above. Then inductively compute the distance for the next text location, based on the previous
location, making the proper adjustments. Consider a text location i such that d1 (P , T
(i)) < ∞. Then, since all entries of P
are distinct, for each j ∈ P there is exactly one matching entry in T (i) . As we move from one text location to the next, the
matching symbols all move one location to the left – relative to the pattern, except for the leftmost – which falls out; and
the rightmost – which is added. For symbols that are further to the right in the text than in the pattern, this movement
decreases the 1 distance by 1. For symbols that are further to the left in the text than in the pattern, this movement
increases the distance by 1. Thus, given the distance at location i, in order to compute the distance at location i + 1, we
only need to know how many there are of each type (the new symbol and the one removed are easily handled). To this
end, for each symbol j we keep track if it is currently of type to-the-left or type to-the-right (this is stored in the array
location[·]), and the current number in each type (stored in L-count and R-count). In addition, for each symbol we store the
point at which it moves from one type to the other (this is stored in the array Trans-point[·]). Since P is simply the sequence
0,1, . . . ,m− 1, Trans-point[·] can be easily computed. Thus, we are able to compute the distances for each location in O (1)
steps per location, for a total of O (n). A full description of the algorithm is provided in Fig. 2. Note that each symbol in
the text participates in line 16 at most once, so the amortized cost of this line is O (1). Also, note that the main part of the
algorithm (lines 1–19) computes the distance correctly only for those locations which have bounded distance. However, by
simple counting (track the number of occurrences of P [ j] in T [i : i +m− 1], keeping track of the number of zero entries) it
is easy to eliminate all the locations of inﬁnite distance, in O (n) steps. Thus, in line 20 we ﬁnd the minimum among those
which have bounded distance.
2 Clearly, we can consider only the letters in P , and hence sorting can be completed in linear time.
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1 For j = 0 to m − 1 do
2 if T [ j] j then location[T [ j]] ← Left
3 else location[T [ j]] ← Right
4 set Trans-point[T [ j]] ← j − T [ j]
5 For j = 0 to m − 1 do
6 add T [ j] to the list Trans-symbols[Trans-point[T [ j]]]
7 R-count ← |{ j | location[ j] = Right}|
8 L-count ← |{ j | location[ j] = Left}|
9 d[0] ←∑m−1j=0 | j − T [ j]|
10 For i = 1 to n−m do
11 set t ← T [i +m− 1]
12 if location[t] = Left then L-count − −
13 else remove t from Trans-symbols[Trans-point[t]]
14 add t to the list Trans-symbols[i +m − 1− t] and set Trans-point[t] ← i +m − 1− t
15 d[i] ← d[i − 1] + L-count − R-count − (m − 1− T [i − 1]) +m− 1− t
16 for each t′ ∈ Trans-symbols[i] do location[t′] ← Left
17 L-count ← L-count + |{Trans-symbols[i]}|
18 R-count ← R-count − |{Trans-symbols[i]}|
19 if t 	=m− 1 then R-count + +
20 dmin ←min{d[i] | T (i)is a permutation of [0 . . .m − 1]}
21 return dmin
Fig. 2. Computing the 1 rearrangement distance for P = (0,1, . . . ,m − 1).
3. The 2 rearrangement distance
3.1. Equal length sequences
Let x and y be strings of length m. The following lemma, characterizing the minimal cost permutation converting x to y,
is the 2 analogue of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let x, y ∈ Σm be two strings such that d2 (x, y) < ∞. Let πo be the permutation that for all a and k, moves the kth a in x
to the location of the kth a in y. Then,
d2 (x, y) = cost(πo).
I.e. πo is a permutation of the least cost.
Proof. Recall that πo is characterized by having no reversals, i.e. indices i < j such that x[i] = x[ j] and π(i) > π( j). Now
we show that it has the least cost. Let τ be a permutation converting x to y of minimal cost that has the minimal number
of reversals. If there are no reversals in τ , then there is nothing to prove, since it is exactly the permutation πo . Otherwise,
suppose τ reverses j and k ( j < k). Let τ ′ be the permutation which is identical to τ , except that τ ′( j) = τ (k) and τ ′(k) =
τ ( j). Then, clearly τ ′ also converts x to y. We show that cost(τ ′) cost(τ ). There are two cases:
Case 1. τ ( j) k > τ(k) j or τ (k) j < τ( j) k. Consider the case τ ( j) k > τ(k) j. We get:
cost(τ ) − cost(τ ′)
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ′( j) − j∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ′(k) − k∣∣2
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣2 − ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣2
= ∣∣(τ ( j) − k)+ (k − τ (k))+ (τ (k) − j)∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣2 − ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣2

∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣2 + ∣∣k − τ (k)∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣2 − ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣2
= 2∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣2  0.
The argument for τ (k) j < τ( j) k is symmetrical.
Case 2. j < τ(k) < τ( j) < k. Then,
cost(τ ) − cost(τ ′)
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ′( j) − j∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ′(k) − k∣∣2
= ∣∣τ ( j) − j∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − k∣∣2 − ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣2
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
∣∣τ ( j) − τ (k)∣∣2 + ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣2 + ∣∣k − τ ( j)∣∣2 + ∣∣τ ( j) − τ (k)∣∣2 − ∣∣τ (k) − j∣∣2 − ∣∣τ ( j) − k∣∣2
= 2∣∣τ ( j) − τ (k)∣∣2 > 0.
Thus, the cost of τ ′ is at most that of τ , and τ ′ has one less reversal than τ , in contradiction. 
Now that we are guaranteed that πo provides the minimum distance, we need to compute cost(πo). In the case that
x and y are of the same length, the cost can be computed in the following manner. Consider an element a ∈ Σ , and let
occa(x) be the number of occurrences of a in x. Note that if x can be converted to y then necessarily occa(x) = occa(y). Let
ψx(a) be the sorted sequence (of length occa(x)) of locations of a in x. Similarly ψa(y) is this sequence for y. Then,
cost(πo) =
∑
a∈x
occa(x)−1∑
j=0
(
ψa(x)[ j] − ψa(y)[ j]
)2
. (3.1)
Since
∑
a∈x occa(x) =m, the above sum can be computed in linear time.
3.2. Text and pattern of different lengths
Consider a text T of length n and a pattern P of length m. We wish to compute the 2 distance of P to each text
substring T (i) (where T (i) is the m-long substring of T starting at position i). First note that by simple counting we can ﬁnd
all locations for which the distance is ∞, i.e. the locations for which there is no way to convert the one string to the other.
Thus, we need only consider the substrings T (i) that are a permutation of P . For these substrings, occa(P ) = occa(T (i)) for
all a ∈ P .
We can certainly compute the distances be repeatedly apply the algorithm for equal lengths strings presented above,
but the total time would be O (nm). However, we can obtain a much faster algorithm, as follows. Consider a symbol a, and
let ψa(P ) and ψa(T ) be the sorted lists of locations of a in P and T , respectively. Note that these two lists need not be
of the same length. Similarly, let ψa(T (i)) be the list of locations of a in T (i) . Then, by Eq. (3.1), for any T (i) (which is a
permutation of P ):
d2
(
P , T (i)
)=∑
a∈P
occa(P )−1∑
j=0
(
ψa(P )[ j] − ψa
(
T (i)
)[ j])2. (3.2)
We now wish to express the above sum using ψa(T ) instead of the individual ψa(T (i))’s. Note that all the a’s referred to
in ψa(T (i)) are also referred to in ψa(T ). However, ψa(T ) gives the locations with respect to the beginning of T , whereas
ψa(T (i)) gives the locations with respect to the beginning of T (i) – which is i positions ahead.
For each i and a, let matcha(i) be the index of the smallest entry in ψa(T ) with value at least i. Then, matcha(i) is the
ﬁrst entry in ψa(T ) also referenced by ψa(T (i)) (assuming the a appears in T (i)). Then, for any a, i and j  occa(P ), we
have:
ψa
(
T (i)
)[ j] = ψa(T )[matcha(i) + j]− i.
Thus, Eq. (3.2) can be rewritten as:
d2
(
P , T (i)
)=∑
a∈P
occa(P )−1∑
j=0
(
ψa(P )[ j] −
(
ψa(T )
[
matcha(i) + j
]− i))2. (3.3)
We wish to compute this sum for all i. We do so by a combination of convolution and polynomial interpolation, as follows.
The values of matcha(i). We ﬁrst show how to eﬃciently compute matcha(i) for all a and i. Consider two consecutive
locations i and i + 1. Let T [i] be the symbol at the ith location in T . Then,
matcha(i + 1) =
{
matcha(i) + 1, a = T [i],
matcha(i), a 	= T [i]. (3.4)
Eq. (3.4) allows us to incrementally compute matcha(i) for all i. That is, if we know matcha(i) for all a, then we can also
know matcha(i + 1), for all a, in O (1) steps.
The functions Gx and F x. Fix a number x, and suppose that instead of the computing the sum in Eq. (3.3), we want to
compute the sum:
Gx(i) =
∑ occa(P )−1∑ (
ψa(P )[ j] −
(
ψa(T )
[
matcha(i) + j
]− x))2.
a∈P j=0
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difference is that now x is independent of i. Note that by Eq. (3.3) d2 (P , T
(i)) = Gi(i).
For a, k let
Fx(a,k) =
occa(P )−1∑
j=0
(
ψa(P )[ j] −
(
ψa(T )[k + j] − x
))2
.
Then,
Gx(i) =
∑
a∈P
Fx
(
a,matcha(i)
)
. (3.5)
Suppose that for a ﬁxed x we have pre-computed Fx(a,k) for all a and k. We show how to compute Gx(i) for all i (for
the ﬁxed x). We do so by induction. For i = 0 we compute Gx(i) using Eq. (3.5) in O (m) steps. Suppose we have computed
Gx(i) and now wish to compute Gx(i + 1). Then,
Gx(i) =
∑
a∈P
Fx
(
a,matcha(i)
)
while
Gx(i + 1) =
∑
a∈P
Fx
(
a,matcha(i + 1)
)
.
However, by Eq. (3.4), for most of the a’s matcha(i + 1) = matcha(i) and for a = T [i], matcha(i + 1) = matcha(i) + 1. Thus,
Gx(i + 1) − Gx(i) = −Fx
(
T [i],matchT [i](i)
)+ Fx(T [i],matchT [i](i) + 1).
Thus, assuming that Gx(i) is known, and that all Fx(a,k)’s have been pre-computed, Gx(i + 1) can be computed in O (1)
steps. (The values of matcha(i) are incrementally computed as we advance from i to i + 1.)
Computing F x(a,k). We now show how to compute Fx(a,k) for all a and k. We do so using the following general lemma:
Lemma 3.2. Let Q and W be two sequences of real numbers, with lengths |Q | and |W |, respectively (|Q |  |W |). Let p(q,w) be
a polynomial in two variables, and t an integer (t  |Q |). For i = 0, . . . , |W | − |Q |, let P Q ,W (i) =∑t−1j=0 p(Q [ j],W [i + j]). Then,
P Q ,W (i) can be computed for all i’s together, in O (|W | log |Q |) steps.
Proof. It is suﬃcient to prove for p having only a single addend. For more addends, simply compute each separately and
add the results. Thus, p = cqαwβ , for some constants c, α, and β . Create two new sequences Q ′ = cQ [1]α, cQ [2]α, . . . , and
W ′ = W [1]β,W [2]β, . . . . Let Z be the convolution of Q ′ and W ′ . Then, P Q ,W (i) = Z [i]. The convolution can be computed
in O (|Q | log |W |) steps. 
Applying the lemma to our setting let p(q,w) = (q − w + x)2, t = occa(P ), Q = ψa(P ) and W = ψa(T ). Then, Fx(a,k) =∑t−1
j=0 p(Q [ j],W [k+ j]). Thus, Fx(a,k) can be computed for all k’s together in O (occa(T ) log(occa(P ))) steps. Combining for
all a’s, the computation takes:∑
a∈P
O
(
occa(T ) log
(
occa(P )
))= O (n logm)
(since
∑
a∈P occa(T ) n and
∑
a∈P occa(P ) =m).
From Gx(i) to d2(P , T
(i)). We have so far seen that for any ﬁxed x, we can compute Gx(i) for all i in O (n logm) steps.
Recall that d2 (P , T
(i)) = Gi(i). Thus, we wish to compute Gi(i) for all i. For any ﬁxed i, considering x as a variable, Gx(i) is
a polynomial in x of degree  2. Thus, if we know the value of Gx(i) for three different values of x, we can then compute
its value for any other x in a constant number of steps using polynomial interpolation. Thus, in order to compute Gi(i) we
need only know the value of Gx(i) for three arbitrary values of x, say 0, 1 and 2. Accordingly, we ﬁrst compute G0(i), G1(i)
and G2(i), for all i in O (n logm) time, as explained above. Then, using interpolation, we compute Gi(i) for each i separately,
in O (1) steps per i. The total complexity is thus O (n logm). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Remark. There is an O (n) algorithm that computes 2 distance when all characters of the pattern are distinct. The idea
of the algorithm is essentially the same as that of 1 case. That is, the difference of square sums between two contiguous
positions changes almost linearly except the costs of the added character and the removed character. For the characters
with distances off by one the sum of the new squares can be computed in O (1) time using the fact that:
∑
(a ± 1)2 =∑
a2 ± 2∑a +∑1.
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In this section we show how to compute the interchange distance in the case that all entries in the pattern are different
(i.e. P is a permutation). We begin with a known deﬁnition and a fact.
Deﬁnition 1. A permutation cycle is a subsequence of a permutation whose elements trade places cyclically with one another.
Fact 4.1. (See [28].) The representation of a permutation as a product of disjoint permutation cycles is unique (up to the ordering of the
cycles).
The next lemma is needed for the characterization of the interchange distance.
Lemma 4.1. Sorting a k-length permutation cycle requires exactly k − 1 interchanges.
Proof. By induction on k. A cycle of length 1 is already sorted, so the lemma holds. In a cycle of length 2, one interchange
sorts the two elements, so again the lemma holds. For a cycle of length k > 2 any interchange sorts only one element or
splits the cycle into two cycles of length > 1. Thus, choosing any pair in the cycle for a single interchange splits the cycle
into two cycles of length  k − 1, for which the induction hypothesis holds. 
The next corollary characterizes the interchange distance, i.e. the minimum number of interchanges needed to sort a
permutation.
Corollary 4.1. The interchange distance of an m-length permutation π is m − c(π), where c(π) is the number of permutation cycles
in π .
Proof. By Fact 4.1 there is a unique decomposition of π into cycles. Interchanges of elements in different cycles do not sort
any element. Thus, the least cost is obtained with interchanges only within cycles. The total number of elements is n, and
by Lemma 4.1 each cycle ‘saves’ exactly one interchange. Therefore, the theorem follows. 
Thereby, we present a simple proof to Corollary 4.1, which was ﬁrst proved by [11]. This corollary leads to the following
O (nm) algorithm for the interchange distance problem. By a linear scan of the pattern and text ﬁnd all locations in the text
which have a bounded distance. These locations are exactly the ones in which all pattern symbols appear exactly once. For
each such text position i, construct all pairs ( j,k), where k is the position of T [i + j] in the pattern. There are exactly m
such pairs. Sort the pairs by a linear sorting method. Now count the number of cycles by actually tracing them one by one.
Finally, use the theorem to get the distance result.
5. The parallel interchange distance
5.1. Bounding the parallel interchange distance
Previously we saw that a cycle of length  can be sorted by −1 interchanges. We now ask what is the minimal number
of parallel interchange steps required for this sorting. Surprisingly, the next lemma shows that with a careful choice of the
interchanges, we can always sort with at most two parallel steps.
Lemma 5.1. Let σ be a cycle of length  > 2. It is possible to sort σ in two parallel interchanges steps.
Proof. W.l.o.g. the string is (1,2,3, . . . ,  − 2,  − 1,0) and has to be converted to (0,1, . . . ,  − 1). In the ﬁrst parallel step
we invert the segment (1,2, . . . ,  − 1), namely perform the ( − 1)/2 interchanges (1,  − 1), (2,  − 2), etc. The resulting
string is ( − 1,  − 2,  − 3, . . . ,3,2,1,0), from which the sorted string can be obtained in one additional parallel step
(containing /2 interchanges): (0,  − 1), (1,  − 2), . . . (see Fig. 3). 
Since different cycles can be sorted in parallel, we obtain Theorem 1.4.
Remark. Sorting a permutation by a given set Ω of allowed operations can also be viewed as the problem of representing
the given permutation as a product of permutations from Ω , where we view an operation as a permutation of the symbols.
The distance of a permutation π can be viewed, in this context, as the ‘word length’ of π , namely the length of the shortest
product of generators from Ω required to represent π . The maximal number of operations required to sort any given
permutation can therefore be thought of as the ‘diameter’ of the Cayley graph of the symmetric group, with respect to the
generator set Ω . In many common problems, Ω is a conjugacy class (see [15]). This problem was dealt in the mathematical
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literature under the name of ‘covering’ (see [16]). In [29] the problem of covering S2n with permutations which are the
product of exactly n interchanges is studied. In the current terminology, this is like asking for the parallel interchange
distance under the requirement that exactly n interchanges are performed in each parallel step (for a space of size 2n). It is
shown there that 3 operations suﬃce almost always, but for a (known) set of permutations, 4 operations are required.
5.2. Computing the parallel interchange distance
By Theorem 1.4 there are only four different possibilities for the parallel-interchange distance between a pattern and a
text, namely: 0, 1, 2 or ∞. Thus, in order to compute the distance, we need only check which of the four is the correct one.
Distance 0 signiﬁes an exact match, and can be found in O (n) steps using standard techniques. Distance ∞ means that at
each text location i, the strings P and T (i) either contain different symbols, or with different multiplicity. This can again be
computed in O (n) steps by simple counting. Thus, it remains to be able distinguish between distances 1 and 2. We show
how to check for distance 1.
We start by describing a deterministic algorithm. If two strings have distance 1, then we say that one is a parallel
interchange of the other. For each i and pair of alphabet symbols (a,b), we count the number of times that a appears in the
pattern and b appears in the corresponding location in the text T (i) . Then, P is a parallel interchange of T (i) iff for all a,b,
the count for (a,b) equals that for (b,a). This count can be implemented by convolutions in the following manner.
Let S be a string over alphabet Σ and let a ∈ Σ . Denote by χa(S) the binary string of length |S| where every oc-
currence of a is replaced by 1 and every occurrence of any other symbol is replaced by 0. The dot product of χa(T (i))
with χb(P ) gives precisely the number of times an a in T (i) is aligned with a b in P . This number can be computed for
all alignments of the pattern with the text in time O (n logm) using convolutions [18]. Clearly, it is suﬃcient to consider
only symbols from ΣP . Thereby we obtain that the parallel interchange distance can be computed deterministically in time
O (|ΣP |2n logm) (Theorem 1.5).
For unbounded alphabets this is not very helpful. So, we seek a further speedup via randomization. The idea is to view
the symbols of the alphabet as symbolic variables, and use the Schwartz–Zippel Lemma [27,31], as follows. For variables
a,b, let h(a,b) = a2b − b2a. Note that h(a,a) = 0 and h(a,b) = −h(b,a). Given two strings x, y ∈ Am deﬁne the polynomial:
Hx,y =
m−1∑
j=0
h(x j, y j).
Then:
Lemma 5.2. Given two strings x, y ∈ Am, Hx,y ≡ 0 (i.e. Hx,y is the all zeros polynomial) iff x is a parallel interchange of y.
Proof. Suppose that x is a parallel interchange of y, and consider Hx,y . There are only two cases for each pair (x j, y j).
Case 1. j is a match position, i.e. x j = y j . In this case h(x j, y j) = 0.
Case 2. j is a mismatch position. Since x is a parallel interchange of y, we know that for each j there is a different position
j′ 	= j such that x j′ = y j , y j′ = x j . So in the polynomial Hx,y we have: h(x j, y j)+ h(x j′ , y j′) = h(x j, y j)+ h(y j, x j), which is
also 0 by the deﬁnition of h.
Therefore, if x is a parallel interchange of y then Hx,y ≡ 0.
Now, suppose that Hx,y ≡ 0. By the deﬁnition of H we have:
Hx,y =
m−1∑
x2j y j − y2j x j .
j=0
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Consider a position j ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}. There are two possible cases:
Case 1. x2j y j − y2j x j = 0. In this case it must be that x j = y j , so j is a match position.
Case 2. x2j y j − y2j x j 	= 0. The position j deﬁnes two monomials in the multivariate polynomial Hx,y . Since Hx,y ≡ 0, their
coeﬃcients must be zero. But if (x j, y j) appears only once then the coeﬃcients of the monomials it deﬁnes are not zero.
Also, if x j , y j appear in other monomials but separately, these appearances deﬁne different monomials. So, again, the
coeﬃcients of the monomials deﬁned by (x j, y j) are not zero, and it cannot be that Hx,y ≡ 0. Thus, in order to get zero
coeﬃcients there must be a position j′ ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1} (chosen uniquely for j), such that {x j, y j} = {x j′ , y j′ } and h(x j, y j)+
h(x j′ , y j′ ) = 0. By the deﬁnition of the function h this can only happen if x j′ = y j , y j′ = x j . Thus, j, j′ are two mismatch
positions that can be interchanged in parallel.
Thus, x is a parallel interchange of y. 
Thus, for each text location i, we wish to check if HP ,T (i) ≡ 0. We do so by randomly assigning numeric values to the
symbolic variables, and using the Schwartz–Zippel Lemma. Speciﬁcally, each variable is assigned a random value chosen
uniformly and independently at random from the set {1, . . . ,3m}. Let r be the random assignment. Then by the Schwartz–
Zippel Lemma, for any x and y, Pr[Hx,y(r) = 0 | Hx,y 	≡ 0]  deg(Hx,y)3m = 1m . Clearly, if Hx,y ≡ 0 then Hx,y(r) = 0 for all r.
Accordingly, given the random assignment r, we compute the value of HP ,T (i) (r), for all i. If the value is different from 0
for all i, then clearly there is no parallel interchange of the pattern in the text, and the distance cannot be 1. Otherwise,
we check one by one each location i for which HP ,T (i) (r) = 0. For each such i, we check if HP ,T (i) ≡ 0 (as a symbolic
polynomial). For each speciﬁc location i, this can be performed in time O (m). Once the ﬁrst location for which HP ,T (i) ≡ 0
is found, we conclude that the distance is 1, and no further locations are checked.
It remains to explain how to compute HP ,T (i) , for all i. We do so using convolutions. Speciﬁcally, from the string P ,
we create a string P ′ of length 2m, by replacing each entry a, by the pair r(a)2, r(a) (where r(a) is the value given to the
symbolic variable a under the random assignment r). Similarly, from T we create a string T ′ of length 2n, by replacing
each b with the pair −r(b), r(b)2. Then, if C is the convolution of T ′ and P ′ , then for all i, C(2i) = HP ,T (i) (r) (see Fig. 4 for
example).
We obtain:
Lemma 5.3. The above algorithm determines if there is a parallel interchange of P in T in expected time O (n logm).
Proof. The convolution takes O (n logm). For each location i, consider two cases. First consider the case where T (i) is not
a parallel interchange of P . In this case, if C(2i) = HP ,T (i) (r) 	= 0 then there is no additional work to do for this location.
Otherwise (C(2i) = 0), there is O (m) work to check the symbolic polynomial. However, this happens with probability m−1.
Thus, the expected work for each such location is O (1). Next, consider the locations T (i) that are parallel interchanges of P .
For the ﬁrst of these locations, the symbolic polynomial is going to be checked, in O (m) steps. However, once the ﬁrst such
location is checked, it is found to be a parallel interchange of P , and no further work is performed. Thus, these locations
add only O (m) work. Hence, the total work is O (n logm). 
We thus have a randomized algorithm that computes the parallel interchange distance in expected O (n logm) steps.
We may now be tempted to try and extend this method to obtain a more eﬃcient deterministic algorithm, in the
following method. Suppose that we could ﬁnd a small number of polynomials, H (1), H(2), . . . , H(k) , such that for a given
assignment, computing their values at each text location i would provide a deterministic indication of a parallel interchange.
For example, suppose we could ﬁnd a “good” set of polynomials such that for any assignment they vanish iff there is a
parallel interchange. Then, if we could compute their values using convolutions, we could hope for an eﬃcient algorithm.
The next lemma, which is based on communication complexity arguments, proves that such an approach cannot provide
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that solves a subset of pattern matching problems, deﬁned in [2] as follows:
Deﬁnition 2. Given a pattern matching problem whose input is a text T and a pattern P , a solution in the convolutions
model has the following form. Let gi , i = 1, . . . ,h(n) be pattern preprocessing functions, and let f gi , i = 1, . . . ,h(n), be the
corresponding local text preprocessing functions. Let b be a parameter for size in bits.
1. Compute h(n) convolutions Ci ← f gi (T ) ⊗ gi(P ), i = 1, . . . ,h(n), with b-bit inputs and outputs.
2. Compute the matches as follows. The decision of whether location j of the text is a match is made by a computation
whose inputs are a subset of {Ci[ j] | i = 1, . . . ,h(n)}.
Lemma 5.4. Any algorithm in the convolution model for determining if there is a parallel interchange requires (m(n − m + 1)) bit
operations.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the communication complexity of the word equality problem. The word equality problem
is the following:
INPUT: Two m bit words, W1 = W1[1], . . . ,W1[m] and W2 = W2[1], . . . ,W2[m].
DECIDE: Whether W1 = W2 (i.e. W1[i] = W2[i], i = 1, . . . ,m).
The reduction is done in the following way. Given two words W1 and W2, construct the strings: T = W1,1,2, . . . ,m
(the concatenation of W1 with 1, . . . ,m), and P = 1,2, . . . ,m,W2. Then, T is a parallel interchange of P iff W1 = W2
(1, . . . ,m /∈ W1,W2).
Suppose that the parallel interchange problem could be solved using c(m) convolutions, C1, . . . ,Cc(m) . Then, speciﬁcally
for T and P as above, it is possible to determine if P is a parallel interchange of T based on the results of these c(m)
convolutions at location 1. The convolution values can be computed for the ﬁrst part of the strings and the second part
separately, and then added. Furthermore, since in each part one of the strings is ﬁxed, the convolutions of the parts can be
computed separately. Thus, only the convolution results for one part need to be communicated. Thus, the total communica-
tion is bounded by the sum of the results of the c(m) convolutions. However, a known result in communication complexity
is that the word equality problem takes Ω(m) bits [30]. Thus, the total bit complexity of the convolutions is O (m) for each
text location i. Thus, the total bit complexity is O (m(n −m + 1)). 
6. Open problems
We have considered several natural distance measures, including the analogues of the 1 and 2 distances, as well as two
interchange measures. For these, we provided eﬃcient algorithms for different variants of the associated string matching
problems. Remaining open questions include:
• Is there a better than O (nm) algorithm for general strings in the 1 rearrangement system?
• Is there a better than O (nm) deterministic algorithm for unbounded alphabets in the parallel interchange rearrangement
system?
Most importantly, the formal framework of the rearrangement system deﬁned here can be used with other natural operators
and distance measures. This paper has only opened the door to research in this direction.
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